
Minnesota at Chicago 2013 with the shot on goal model and 
manpower model in orange and blue

● Chicago went down 3 points early and 
never recovered. The two models 
highlight the different impact shot on 
goal and manpower have on the 
predicted probability.

Background
In this research, we utilize markov 
processes, a state based stochastic model 
describing a sequence of possible events 
in which the probability of every event 
depends solely on the state it was 
previously in. 
The model is based off the birth and death 
model, a continuous-time Markov process 
that is often used to study how the number 
of individuals in a population change over 
time.

Future Research
● Use both manpower and shots
● Account for overtime
● Add more seasons of data

Introduction
● In hockey, the game progression can 

be described by states which depend 
only on the previous state.

● We apply markov processes to predict 
real time win probability.

● We used  a model based on previous 
research by Kaplan et al. 

● For Model 1: a coordinate format of 
(x,y,t) where 
○ x represented the standard 

deviation of shots
○ y represented score differential 

possibility of +/-4, 
○ t represented time. 

● For Model 2: (x,y,z,t) represents the 
state a team is in at time t.
○ x represented home players on ice
○ y represented the away players on 

ice
○ z represented score differential
○ t represented time

Graph from “A Markov model for hockey: Manpower 
Differential and Win probability”

Fundamental Questions
The fundamental questions for this 
research include:
● How do shots on goal or specific 

manpower scenarios impact game 
outcome?

● What is the probability that, at a 
specific time, a team will win the 
game given they are in a state 
dependent on either shot and goal 
differential or exact manpower 
situations and goal differential?

Methods
Shots on Goal vs Goals:
● Used MoneyPuck’s extensive 

statistical database for every shot in 
the 2013-2014 NHL regular season.

● Filtered over 100,000 rows of data 
to account for the standard 
deviation of shots for the home 
team. 

● The shot on goal deviation varied 
between 2 deviations. Goal 
differential varied between 4 goals 
for or against the home team.

● A total of 45 possible states
● Found our λ values and solved the 

system of differential equations 
using ODE45 to obtain a solution.

Exact Manpower vs Goals:
● Included penalty data from 

hockey-reference.com into the shot 
data.

● Created 15 different individual 
manpower states for the home 
team. (I.E. 5 on 5, 4 on 5, 3 on 5, 
etc.) Kept the same goal 
differentiations as the previous 
model.

● This gave a total of 144 possible 
states, but only 108 were present in 
the data.

Equation from “A Markov model for hockey: Manpower 
Differential and Win probability”

● Where τ(s) represents the time in the 
original state and n(s,s’) is the 
number of state changes from s to s’

Results
Win Probability of the Home Team Given Their Shots on 

Goal and Goals

Win Probability of the Home Team Given Their Manpower 
and Goals

Arizona at Vancouver 2013 Model 2

● Manpower states had a minor, yet 
noticeable, effect on this game.
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